
Bring Life
INTO YOUR PDFS



Most are happy,
So we are happy!

Highly Appreciated 
Flipbook in Envato

4.98 by 
50+ customers



Try Demo Version

Create lively and realistic 3D 

Flipbook with dFlip Flipbook 

WordPress Plugin. It’s as easy as 

creating a normal WordPress post.. 

Just upload the link to your PDF and 

it’s ready to flip.

https://codecanyon.net/user/dearhive
https://flipbookplugin.com/
https://flipbookplugin.com/


Ready, set,go!

Create lively and realistic 3D Flip-

book with dFlip Flipbook WordPress 

Plugin. It’s as easy as creating a nor-

mal WordPress post.. Just upload 

the link to your PDF and it’s ready to 

flip

https://codecanyon.net/user/dearhive


Easy, yet powerful 
Wordpress Flipbook 
Plugin

Creating flipbooks is fast and easy. For 

jQuery   verssion here are many ready 

to use html examples provided with the 

plugin.  

 

For WordPress version just upload your 

PDF or images and insert the shortcode 

into your post or page.



Get PDF Free support 
inbuilt and have 
easy PDF integration 
without any extra 
extension

If you have any questions, ideas, suggestions of 

new skins that you want to be available for all 

customers feel free to contact me.



Responsive 
Flipbook Plugin

3D FlipBook is designed to occupy 

whole container where you place it. So 

if the container size changes the plugin 

recompute its dimensions. So keep the 

container responsive and plugin will be 

responsive too.



Easy, yet powerful 
Flipbook Plugin

dFlip is also a responsive Flipbook 

plugin that works in wide range of 

devices from big screen desktop to 

compact phones.



LightBox Mode

With lightbox mode you can put a text link or 

an image link anywhere on your site, and by 

clicking on a link the flipbook will be opened 

in a lightbox. This way you can have multiple 

books / magazines / brochures on the same 

page.



DearPDF

Why choose?

It’s very responsive and device friendly. 

You will have almost all features you’ll 

lookout for: like hot-spots, PDF annota-

tions, outline, custom outline, image sup-

port, etc all in a single package. 



Build with latest 
Technologies

HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, jQuery: tech-

nologies behind the scene. Pageflip 

generates valid HTML5 document, 

styled with CSS3, powered by JavaS-

cript & jQuery.



Image and PDF 
support

The plugin can use PDF, images and HTM-

Ls as texture for pages. Supporting HTML 

format as texture is a new technology no 

one of other plugins support it. HTML 

allow easily create interactive books, 

handle user events, manage plugin be-

haviour. Using HTML textures is next

important step in development web 

animation.

It is recommended to have a look at live 

examples.

http://dearhive.com


Support for PDF 
links
The easiest way to start right now - 

Download demo version. It contains sev-

eral examples: inserting 3D FlipBook 

into a page, using with a modal window, 

changing default settings, choosing an 

apropriate skin.

https://flipbookplugin.com/flipbook-wordpress-plugin/


Optimized for CPU 
and RAM low usage

The plugin performance does not depend 

on number of pages because it does not 

manage single pages. 3D FlipBook works 

with blocks of pages

For fast rendering 3D graphics 3D Flip-

Book uses WebGL. WebGL is a API for 

creating interactive 3D graphics without 

using plugins.



Unique Smart 
Rendering for low 
CPU consumption

 If the book is opened there can be two 

blocks for left and right internal pages. 

There can be more blocks just when the 

flipping animation is performing. The 

plugin has no problem with more than 50 

simultaneously flipping blocks. When the 

turn is finished the turned block merges 

with neighbour block.



Easy jQuery usage 
syntax

It’s very responsive and device friendly. 

You will have almost all features you’ll 

lookout for: like hot-spots, PDF annota-

tions, outline, custom outline, image sup-



Single Page View
Flipbook layout can be changed based 

on the device type. Besides the standard 

double page view, there is a single page 

view that can be used either on mobile 

devices or both on desktop and mobile. 

Single page view offers better reading 

experience on smaller screens but still 

keeps the 3D flipping effect and shadows.



Based on realistic 
3D mockup library

It’s very responsive and device friendly. 

You will have almost all features you’ll 

lookout for: like hot-spots, PDF annota-

tions, outline, custom outline, image sup-



Interactive
Supporting HTML opens wide abilities for 

creating interactive books. It allows to use 

CSS3 and JavaScript, create navigation, 

use hover effects and much more.

https://flipbookplugin.com/
https://flipbookplugin.com/


Smart Page Loading
Only current pages are loaded, so Real 3D 

FlipBook works even faster. 

 

For fast rendering 3D graphics 3D Flip-

Book uses WebGL. WebGL is a API for 

creating interactive 3D graphics without 

using plugins.
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